Abstract Combining the power of immunomagnetic assay and microfluidic microchip operations, we successfully detected rare CTCs from clinical blood samples. The microfluidic system is operated in a flip-flop mode, where a computer-controlled rotational holder with an array of microfluidic chips inverts the microchannels. We have demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally that the direction of red blood cell (RBC) sedimentation with regards to the magnetic force required for cell separation is important for capture efficiency, throughput, and purity. The flipflop operation reduces the stagnation of RBCs and nonspecific binding on the capture surface by alternating the direction of the magnetic field with respect to gravity. The developed immunomagnetic microchip-based screening system exhibits high capture rates (more than 90%) for SkBr3, PC3, and Colo205 cell lines in spiked screening experiments and successfully isolates CTCs from patient blood samples. The proposed motion controlled microchipbased immunomagnetic system shows great promise as a clinical tool for cancer diagnosis and prognosis.
Introduction
Detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in blood can potentially reveal crucial information about cancer biology. Separation of rare CTCs from whole blood samples is gaining considerable attention in studying cancer biology (Uhr and Pantel 2011) . CTCs can be important indicators of metastatic cancer disease (Fehm et al. 2002; Allard et al. 2004; Budd et al. 2006; Paterlini-Brechot and Benali 2007; Mostert et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009; Bao et al. 2010) . Monitoring the response to a treatment couple weeks after initiation of the treatment provides important information for decisions on individualized treatment (Jocelyn 2010). However, isolation of CTCs from whole patient blood samples is challenging due to the rarity of CTCs (1:10 7 -10 9 blood cells). Several approaches to developing an effective CTC screening systems, such as CellSearch™ system (Miller et al. 2010) , have been proposed to enumerate CTCs. However, CellSearch system's available functionality is still limited only to enumeration of cells suspended in liquid, and it is not straightforward to further track and analyze individual cells. Various microfluidic devices have been developed for isolating rare cells, including CTCs. Microfluidic devices with antibody-coated microstructures for target rare cells are proposed (Nagrath et al. 2007; Talasaza et al. 2009; Stott et al. 2010; Hosokawa et al. 2010; . Some devices are based on differences in cell size (Bhagat et al. 2011; Hur et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011) . Recently, microfluidic devices integrated with magnetic carriers are proposed for the enrichment of CTCs (Yung et al. 2009; Estes et al. 2009; Kang et al. 2012; Zhu et al. 2012; Hossain et al. 2012) . Integration of an immunomagnetic assay and a microfluidic chip precisely controls screening process by utilizing miniaturized immunomagnetic techniques inside microchannels for efficient isolation of magnetic nanoparticle-labeled cells.
Here we introduce an automated motion-controlled microfluidic system for immunomagnetic detection of CTCs. Based on the screening system we previously developed for spiked screening experiments (Hoshino et al. 2011) , we optimize magnetic field distribution by smoothening magnetic gradient within the microchannel. A spacer is inserted between the microchannel and the permanent magnets close to the front end of microchannel to reduce magnetic force near the inlet, eliminating aggregation of nanoparticles. We retain direct contact between magnets and microchannel to have a stronger magnetic field at the rear end of microchannel, aiming to capture all cells that escape weaker magnetic field near the inlet. As a whole, particles can be distributed evenly on the CTC capture plane. Moreover, we introduce here the flip-flop automated motion control system that can dynamically change the orientation of microchannel. According to our theoretical investigation, blood sedimentation in the microchannel plays a critical role in affecting capture efficiency, throughput, and purity of the system (Hoshino et al. 2012) . Therefore, by dynamically modifying the orientations of microchannel, the negative effects of blood stagnation, such as mechanical interference and non-specific bindings, can be minimized. The rotational holder is computer-controlled, placing microchannels in an inverted or upright position according to different requirements from different screening steps. After screening, CTCs are permanently fixed on a glass coverslip surface. Cells being permanently fixed on glass substrate are beneficial for future track and further analysis, such as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis and hyperspectral microscopic imaging (HMI) analysis (Sieben et al. 2007; Shaffer et al. 2007; Swennenhuis et al. 2009; Leversha et al. 2009 ).
Materials and methods

Design and fabrication of microchip-based immunomagnetic system
Schematic of the microchip-based immunomagnetic isolation system is shown in Fig. 1 . A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel bonded to a glass coverslip is Figure 1 (a) shows the operation of the microchip-based screening system. A 1 mm thick spacer (elastic sheet magnet, which sizes 10 mm ×20 mm ×1 mm) is introduced at the front end of the microchannel between the magnets and the microchannel, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Figure 1 (c) shows the top view of the microchip-based screening system without any spacers. Dimensions of the microchip are also shown in Fig. 1 (c). The top view of the microchip together with a spacer is shown in Fig. 1(d) . Aggregation of nanoparticles interferes with the identification process by burying the CTCs, making them invisible, or even damaging them. Using a compact system of a spacer and a permanent magnet array, we created a smooth magnetic gradient distribution across the microchannel. Strong magnetic field gradient rather than absolute magnetic field strength is required for effective attraction of magnetic nanoparticles, which function as small magnetic dipoles. Target nanoparticlelabeled CTCs and free nanoparticles experience a smaller magnetic field in the first half of the microchannel and gradually flow to the area with a stronger magnetic field at the other end near the outlet. This design avoids nanoparticle aggregation that interferes with subsequent immunofluorescence observation. The clinical blood sample, containing CTCs expressing EpCAM, is mixed with magnetic nanoparticles conjugated with antiEpCAM to label target CTCs. The size of Fe 3 O 4 particles (Veridex Ferrofluid) is of the order of 100 nm. The microchannel is made by bonding a PDMS channel (Sylgard184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, 10:1 prepolymer to curing agent) with a 150 μm thick glass coverslip. A standard syringe pump (Harvard apparatus, PHD IW with 6×10 rack) is attached to the outlet of the PDMS microchip through tubing and used to draw blood sample with a syringe. The reservoir, which is held higher than the microchip, is connected to the inlet through tubing.
We developed an automatic rotational microchip holder, which is comprised of DC motors and optical position sensors. Figure 2 shows the developed screening system. A LabView program is used to control the position of the rotating arm. The system is able to dynamically rotate the orientation of the microfluidic chips to keep them operated in the best orientation. The system can also rock the reservoir to keep blood sample mixed during the screening experiments. The screening system is capable of screening up to six samples simultaneously.
Magnetic field distribution
We used a gauss meter to measure the magnetic field of one magnet, and used the measured values to define parameters in the simulation and calculate the result of three magnets arranged with opposite polarities next to each other. We used COMSOL for the magnetic field simulation. Figure 3 (a) plots the magnetic field flux density distribution for a plane 200 μm away from the bottom substrate of the microchannel calculated using commercial finite element method (FEM) software COMSOL. In order to demonstrate our idea of smoothening the magnetic field gradient by adding spacers, we compared the magnetic flux densities at three different sites (Lines 1, 2, and 3 in the inset of Fig. 3(b) ) over the channel. It is observed that the spacer decreases the magnetic field, reducing the gradient, and thus reducing the magnetic force acting on nanoparticles in the microchannel. Magnetic field flux density distribution for a plane 200 μm away from the channel substrate with no spacers placed on top of the magnets is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Moreover, in order to prove that the cells will be captured onto the surface of the microchannel, we compare the magnetic flux density at the bottom and top of the channel as shown in Fig. 3(d) .
Flow of red blood cell in the microchannel
The details of the calculation method (sedimentation model and viscosity model) are described in our previous publication (Hoshino et al. 2012) . In brief, the channel space is divided into multiple cubic control volumes. The RBC volumetric concentration in each control volume is updated for each time step based on RBC fluxes from adjacent control volumes. Based on the experimental measurement, a linear relation between the RBC concentration and local viscosity is established to calculate the local viscosity in each control volume.
Sample preparation
Blood samples, which were collected in CellSave™ tubes (Veridex, LLC, NJ) and EDTA tubes, from the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center were separated into conical tubes, each with 2.5 mL of blood sample. Blood plasma was then replaced with dilution buffer solution (Veridex, LLC). A suspension of anti-EpCAM functionalized Fe 3 O 4 magnetic nanoparticles and capture enhancement reagent (Veridex, LLC) were added into each conical tube and incubated in a strong magnetic field. Subsequently, blood samples were screened by the developed system. Colo205 (colon cell line), PC3 (prostate cell line) and SkBr3 (breast cell line) were used for spiked experiments to characterize the capture efficiency of the developed screening system. A solution with approximately 200 cells (100 μL cell suspension) was spiked into 2.5 mL aliquot of blood sample. The same amount of cell suspension (100 μL) was dropped on two glass slides and used as control samples. The capture rate is calculated by dividing the number of cells that are actually spiked into the screening sample by the average number of cells on two control glass slides.
Separation process
A syringe pump was used to draw the blood sample from the reservoir into the microchannel for the separation process. Flow rate was 2.5 mL/h. After the separation step, phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was introduced into the microchannel for the flushing step to remove unwanted cells, including RBCs, white blood cells (WBCs), and non-target cells, from the glass coverslip. Next, captured nanoparticlelabeled CTCs were fixed on the glass coverslip permanently using cold acetone while cooling down the microchip in the ice bath. After peeling the PDMS microchip off the glass coverslip, the sample slide was stored at 4°C before the following identification process.
Identification process
The sample slides were immunofluorecently stained with DAPI (used to stain DNA in cell nucleus), anti-cytokeratin (used to stain protein in epithelial tissue) and anti-CD45 (expressed on leukocytes). Captured CTCs show positive DAPI, positive CK, and negative CD45. More details about the staining step and identification step are described in (Hoshino et al. 2011) .
Results and discussion
Measured magnetic field
Figure 4(a) shows the measured magnetic field induced by a permanent magnet without any spacers. A distribution of nanoparticles on the channel substrate after the screening is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Many particles were aggregated on the glass coverslip along the strong magnetic field. Figure 4(c) shows the measured magnetic field of a permanent magnet attached with a spacer. With the spacer, fewer nanoparticle aggregates can be seen in the front end of the microchip, as shown in Fig. 4(d) .
Viscosity measurement of RBCs
We performed experimental measurements to calibrate the relation between the RBC volumetric concentration and local viscosity, using a cone plate viscometer (DV-I+, Brookefield, Middleboro, MA). The shear rate we used for the measurement was 2s −1 . The results are shown in Table 1 .
Obviously, the viscosity is direct proportional to the RBC volumetric concentration, with an approximately linear relationship. Figure 5 shows the experimental results of RBC sedimentation in the upright channel and the inverted channel. The microchannel was filled with PBS followed by the introduction of RBCs suspension. The flow rate was set to be 10 mL/h. With the upright channel, RBC sedimentation covers the bottom substrate, which is the CTC capture substrate. It is observed that the substrate is being covered by the layer of RBCs, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , in the upright case. Figure 5 (b) shows RBCs settle down on the opposite plane of the CTC capture substrate in the inverted channel. Therefore, in the upright channel, RBCs sedimentation on the CTC capture substrate acts as a barrier layer for target cells to be captured on the substrate. Compared to the upright channel, nanoparticle-labeled target cells can be easily attracted to the channel substrate in the inverted channel.
Blood sedimentation experiments
The spiked sample experiments
The positions of the captured cells on the glass substrate are also shown in Fig. 6 . On the upright channel ( Fig. 6  (a) ), 58 cells were found on the coverslip while on the inverted channel, more cancer cells (111 cells) were found on the coverslip (Fig. 6(b) ). As we discussed above, this resulted from the blood cell's sedimentation impact on cancer cell separation. Due to high viscous layer covering the substrate in the upright channel, it is more difficult for cancer cells to get close to and finally be captured onto the channel substrate. Therefore, more cells are captured on the channel substrate of the inverted channel in comparison to the cells captured on the substrate of the upright channel.
For the assessment of number of cancer cells nonselectively stays on the channel substrate, a blood sample was spiked with approximately 100,000 cancer cells for a screening experiment without any permanent magnets placed under the microchip. The screened result showed that no cancer cell was found from the channel substrate. The developed system proves the high selectivity (Hoshino et al. 2011) .
Figure 7(a) shows the fluorescence images of a captured Colo205 along with two WBCs from the spiked screening experiment. Fluorescence images of captured PC3 and SkBr3 are also shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively.
Using the screening system for the spiked experiments, the average capture rates for SkBr3, PC3 and Colo205 cells were 97%, 107% and 94%, respectively. Capture rates could be more than 100% when the number of cells added to the spiked sample is more than the number of cells prepared for the control samples due to concentration variations in small sampling aliquots. 
Patient studies
The system was applied to the clinical study of isolating CTCs from patient samples. CTCs were successfully isolated from patients' blood samples with a variety of types of cancer. Figure 8 shows immunofluorescence images of captured CTCs separated from clinical samples. Figure 8 (a) shows a single CTC found from two patient samples. Table 2 shows the numbers of CTCs found from screened subject samples in which CTCs were captured by the microchip. Samples number 1 and 2 were screened with the commercial CellSearch screening system in parallel with our microchip-based screening system for evaluation. Our system had comparable capture rates with the CellSearch system. In addition, we were able to find clusters of CTCs in clinical samples (Fig. 8(b) ). Clusters of CTCs could detach from the proliferation of intravascular cancer cells (Al-Mehdi et al. 2000) . A cluster of 50 CTCs was captured from patient sample number 2, a blood sample from a female subject with breast cancer disease. More than a thousand CTCs were found from the patient sample number 9 (Fig. 8(c) ), who had a stage 4 lung cancer. Unlike spiked cancer cells (see Fig. 7 ), CTCs separated from clinical samples vary in size, shape, and CK expression level. Cancer cells in Fig. 8 (c) also shows lower level of CK comparing to the higher CK level of spiked cancer cells in Fig. 7 . Cultured cancer cell lines such as PC3, SkBr3 and Colo205 that are commonly used for spiked screening experiments express more EpCAM or Cytokeratin than CTCs from clinical samples since some CTCs are believed to undergo Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) while circulating in the blood stream (Uva et al. 2010; Lazar et al. 2012 ).
Conclusion
We have developed a unique immunomagnetic microchipbased flip-flop automated screening system. Surface functionalized magnetic nanoparticles are used to label target cancer cells in the microchip during the blood screening process. Target cancer cells are captured on the flat surface of a glass substrate making it beneficial for the identification process. We optimized the magnetic field distribution by reducing the magnetic force close to the front end of the microchannel thus reducing the nanoparticle aggregation close to the inlet. In particular, the flip-flop dynamic system can change the orientation of the microchip reducing the stagnation of RBCs and non-specific binding on the capture surface.
With the optimized conditions of the screening system, captured rates of more than 90% were demonstrated for blood samples spiked with SkBr3, PC3, and Colo205 cells. The screening system successfully isolated CTCs from the blood samples of cancer patients. Efficient capturing of CTCs has been demonstrated, while the rare cells were fixed on the coverslip after screening for further biological and imaging analysis. Different types of CTCs were observed from patient blood samples. Many clusters of CTCs were isolated from patient blood samples. The proposed motion controlled microchip-based immunomagnetic system shows great promise as a tool for cancer prognosis.
